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Clean Air Asia

Our vision

www.cleanairasia.org

Our mission

An international NGO headquartered in Manila, 

with offices in Beijing and New Delhi 

Country networks in Indonesia, Malaysia, Nepal, 

Philippines, Sri Lanka and Vietnam

Established in 2001 as the premier air quality network in Asia 

by ADB, World Bank and USAID

Asia without air pollution

To reduce air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions in 

Asia and contribute to a livable and healthy Asia for all 

people, both now and in the future



BAQ 2018 in numbers

Over 620 participants with more than 450 

international participants representing 48 

countries from Asia and the Pacific region, 

Africa, North America, Europe, and the 

Middle East

BAQ 2018 participants are from 

environment, energy, and transport 

ministries, city representatives, research and 

academic institutions, development 

organizations, civil society organizations, 

industry associations and the private sector.  

41 Plenaries and breakout 

sessions

48 Poster presentations 

32 Pre-events and side events

32 Major sponsors and 

exhibitors



Since last BAQ

• Emerging consensus of AQ as the big equalizer between 
environment, health and climate change

• Regional cooperation and subnational action critical to 
progress

• Political will is equally critical at all levels 

• We are starting to grasp the scale of the challenge 

And China has made some headway……..focus shifting     
to India with SE Asia as the next ‘frontier’ 



Since BAQ 2016



98% of Asian cities are at risk from the health impacts of 
exposure to PM2.5

• The annual average PM2.5

concentration in 419 cities 
in Asia is 40 μg/m3. 

• Only 7 of the 419 cities 
met the PM2.5 annual 
average WHO AQG 

• WHO IT-1 compliance:

• All developed cities 
complied

• 6/10 developing cities 
exceed
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Data collected from publicly available official sources 

compiled by CAA. Data for the last available year in the 

period 2007‐2017 (Clean Air Asia, 2018)
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• Pollutants : 
PM10, SO2, NO2, PM2.5

• Monitoring type: All kinds of 
monitoring (from manual to 
automatic)

• Geographic scope: 
17 Asian countries 

• Source: Official data from 
environment government 
websites, national statistics 
websites, environment reports, 
request from city contacts

Data is still an issue….



And air pollution issues are becoming more 
complex.…
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Source: EEA



What BAQ 2018 has in store
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More space for 
interaction

Solutions and 
partnerships are the 
focus

Reinforce community 
understanding and 
commitment

Share lessons and 
good practices



Launch of IBAQ Programme Learning Portal
Building capacity for air quality management
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Go to cleanairasia.org/ibaq and click

Features a flagship training course on 
Guidance Framework implementation.

This portal will host online training courses and learning 
resources (tools, library, case studies). 

Objective: To promote the Guidance Framework and provide accessible and 
sustainable capacity building activities tailored to the needs of the region.



China Air--Air Pollution 

Prevention and Control 

Progress in Chinese Cities is a 

series of reports to track 

China’s progress

Tracking China’s Progress



➢Summarizes key 
experience of China’s 
success from 2013-2017 

➢Analyzes 9 measures in 4 
categories

Special Report of the China Air Series



Contains information on Asia:
• Health impacts of ambient air pollution
• Drivers of air pollution
• Sources of urban ambient PM2.5

• Development of PM2.5 standards and guideline 
values
• Air quality monitoring in Asia
• Comparison of PM2.5 air quality indices
• Air quality-related polices



In conclusion 

• We know more than what we knew at the last meeting – about 
the health impacts, about capacity needed, about the toolbox 
needed BUT the urgency of moving the agenda forward has 
become even more critical. The more we know, the greater the 
urgency and need to find concrete solutions – win/win, 
win/win/win, low-hanging fruits, no regret 

• Learning and collaboration among different stakeholders and 
different regions is needed to harvest solutions and learn – cross 
leverage rather than ‘reinvent the wheel’

• And the long haul – renewables, sustainable cities, low emission 
urban development
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‘Ultimately, success will only come with unity. Air pollution neither 
knows nor respects national borders, social status or our climate.

Collaboration is hence vital if we are to avoid impending calamity. 
As we address the challenges ahead, let us recognize that our 

strength lies in our shared vision, and our future – a future without 
air pollution – is our shared responsibility. 

And now is the time for action, commitment and solutions.’
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Thank you!
Terima kasih!


